Buddy Programm testimony of an incoming student from Granada University.

When it comes to Buddy Programm, I would like to give my word that it works. I knew my buddy last year in Granada, the university I belong to. She always was willing to help me and she definitely did when all the bureaucratic concerns started with both universities. She solved my problems quicker than I could have done, mainly because I could not write in German. When I arrived to Frankfurt, she made herself available to help me with whatever I needed. When you arrive a place you are new in, you do not know anything (adding you cannot speak the language). I had to find too many places I would not have been able to, if she would not have helped me. Perhaps I could, but it would have taken me more time than it should. She took me a guided campus tour and a typical sightseeing including an invitation to the Main Tower.

Nowadays, we are still in contact. By spending time together and supporting each other, I see her as a real friend. The only thing I regret is not to have known her before. So as far as I am concerned, Buddy Programm not only helps you to deal with university stuff but also it gives you the opportunity to know a local student that could become your friend. I completely recommend to take part of this program and to give you the chance to know someone from a different culture.